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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):

The proposed paper will document a series of thematic, abstract space / massing studies in a
formative educational course.
The themes which are addressed appear to be relevant and stimulating academically, as well as
insightful and fun.
However, for the paper, it would be good to clarify the underlying themes (such as: dormant,
dominant and implied) and offer sufficient basis for the ‘evidence’ of the initiative and its further
potentials.
Interesting in the context of the DCA, deserves some work…
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):

A very well composed abstract and an interesting project. High accept. Recommend the author
more fully explore drawing and modes of instruction in the paper and presentation, with more
specific prompts and instruction for students included and elaborated upon. Address innovations
that resulted from this particular iteration if the project has been tested previously. To further the
work as an interdisciplinary study, consider discussion into how the pragmatics/logics of lines
can also lead to broader metaphors of interaction, social, ecological, and otherwise beyond
simple architectural tectonics.
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In addition to observing the students’ work products, is there any plan to ask students’
thoughts and experiences about conducting these models?
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